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Guidelines for the Appointment of Authorised Celebrants

Overview

God’s word begins “In the beginning ...” and we marvel at his great power through the first 6 days

of creation. One of the first things God does after creation is to bring man and women together

uniting them and calling them one. Genesis 2:21-25. The union of a Man and Women is significant

to God and his word gives us advice on what this union should look like and how we can protect

this relationship.

We as a group of churches have been approved by the Australian Government to perform marriages

under the law. This allows us to nominated and register competent ministers to perform these

duties across NSW. In approving and registering Marriage Celebrants we as a denomination are

asked to ensure that our celebrants are appropriately prepared for this role. We see that there are

three areas where we need to encourage competencies

1. The Legal requirements for performing a Marriage

2. Pre Marriage Counselling

3. Performing the Marriage Ceremony

In addition to this we recognized the Autonomy of the local church and thus require the Church

Elders to be an integral part of the recognition process of those in their church who act as Marriage

Celebrants. We believe that the Marriage Celebrant will be acting under the Authority of the local

Elders and thus the Eldership need to be part of the policy development that is incorporated by the

Celebrants in marriages they perform.

Advice for Elders in Selecting Marriage Celebrants

In applying for a Marriage Celebrant for a church we would ask the Eldership to consider the

following guidelines to ascertain the suitability of the prospective applicant to be ratified as a

Marriage Celebrant.

1. Communication:

The Celebrant should be able to perform the wedding service with dignity and sensitivity. Marriage

ceremonies are a wonderful opportunity to share the good news about Christ and the Celebrant

should be able to effective communicate these truths in these settings.

2. Counselling:

The celebrant should be able to provide wise counsel before and after the ceremony. Courses such

as PREPARE (pre-marriage counselling programme) and ENRICH (post marriage counselling

programme) or similar help train celebrants in these areas.

3. Marriage Policy:

It would be wise for the Elders to think through and provide clear guidance to their Celebrant on

what practises they support. (i.e. What stance do you take if the couple is living together before the

intended marriage? Will you marry someone who has been divorced? etc)
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4. Legal Requirements:

The Celebrant needs to conform to the Governments legal requirements by filling in documents and

submitting these on time to record the intent and act of marriage. Under the marriage act a person

is entitled to registration as a Marriage Celebrant if

a. The person is a minister of religion of a recognised denomination;

b. The person is nominated for registration by that denomination;

c. The person is ordinarily resident in Australia and

d. The person has attained the age of 21 years.

5. Additional Considerations

a) In the Governments Guidelines for appointment of Marriage Celebrants they will reject an

applicant if

 there are already sufficient registered ministers of religion of the denomination to meet

the needs of the locality in which the applicant resides

 The applicant is unlikely to devote a substantial part of his or her time to the performance

of functions generally performed by a minister of religion.

To help assess the relevancy of these items, the Coordinating Conference passed a motion

that Celebrants should be recognised for a period of 10 years and then be reviewed by their

Church Elders. Re-appointment would need to be ratified by the Coordinating Conference

based on the request of the Elders. Celebrants should be made aware of this policy. When

reviewing this matter we would ask the church Elders to take into account the demand for

the celebrant to ensure they are performing marriages at suitable intervals. Likewise we

need to ensure we conform to the Governments intentions and not support a

disproportionate number of celebrants in our local churches. We look to the Church Elders

to recognized and manage these requirements for their church.

b) The Government has an expectation that Marriage Celebrants will keep themselves up to

date and informed of changes to the law. Likewise the coordinating conference is keen to

see our celebrants improving their skills all the time. Thus we will be requiring that all

Celebrants undergo 4hrs minimum a year of professional development.

The Appointment of the Celebrant

After your consideration of the above and if the Church wishes to proceed, then please submit an

application outlining the applicants suitability to fulfil the above guidelines. (See Marriage Celebrant

Application) This application includes an assessment of the Applicants understanding and

competence in the legal requirements, Pre Marriage Counselling and ability to perform the marriage

Ceremony. The Church Elders are also asked to confirm the suitability of the applicant as part of

the application process. This application should be forwarded to the secretary at least a month

before the next Co-ordinating Conference meeting. This documentation will be forwarded to an

assessment committee who will assess the applicant and if appropriate recommend approval to the

Coordinating Conference. The Coordinating Conference with then vote on the registration of the

applicant.

Yours in Christ

Bradley Scott
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THE WEDDING RITES OF THE CHRISTIAN BRETHREN

GUIDEINES

We need to blend order and flexibility that honours God and helps the couple being married, while allowing
the creativity and personality of the celebrant to be expressed.

We suggest the following to be essential components in wedding services.

 An OPENING STATEMENT drawing attention to the God’s origin and purpose of marriage between a
man and a woman.

 A CALL for possible objections as a way of confirming the legitimacy of the marriage.
OR a public opportunity for the families to endorse, support and give their blessing to the marriage.

 A BIBLE READING suitably selected for each couple.

 A BRIEF TALK to encourage the couple and audience.

 A PRAYER for the couple.

 THE VOWS done in 2 stages.

1 –Questions to which enable the couple to declare their intention to marry (“Do you take…?” or “Will

you give yourself to…?”).

2 – The couple’s promises which may be tailored to include personal components. These may need to

be vetted and guided by the Celebrant. (“I call upon everyone present…” “In the presence of God,

family and friends, I….” Etc.)

 THE SYMBOLS/TOKENS usually exchanged rings but could include other things like a lighted candle,
communion, etc.

 A DECLARATION that a man and woman are married firstly according to God’s Law and secondly
according to the Laws of the Australian Commonwealth.

 THE DOCUMENTS SIGNING

 THE PRESENTATION of the couple to the audience.

 EXTRAS – songs, items, poetry, readings, personal touches can be included when they complement
the purpose of the marriage.
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Appendix
TOOLS TO HELP YOU PREPARE TO BE A MARRIAGE CELEBRANT

Understanding the Legal requirements for Marriage

The Attorney General’s Department has produced a handbook for marriage celebrants:

“Guidelines on the Marriage ACT 1961 – For marriage Celebrants”.

This is a great guide for Celebrants as it covers the majority of situations and responses required by Marriage

Celebrants. A copy of this can be downloaded from our web site (www.cccaustnsw.com) or at

http://www.ag.gov.au/FamiliesAndMarriage/Marriage/Documents/Guidelines%20on%20the%20Marriage%20

Act%201961%20for%20Marriage%20Celebrants.pdf

In addition to this the NSW Birth Deaths and Marriages have collated a summary of the registration process to

help Marriage Celebrants remember the critical processes. (see next page)

In 2011 we invited Simon Winter from Birth Deaths and Marriages to come and address our Marriage

Celebrants and to update us on the new electronic registration methods. This seminar was recorded and can

be viewed at

Marriage Seminar Part 1 http://vimeo.com/23901813

Marriage Seminar Part 2 http://vimeo.com/23674367
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Marriage Procedures - overview
Notice of Intended Marriage (form 13)

 Must be lodged with the celebrant at least one month prior to the ceremony and no more than 18
months prior

 Must be signed by the couple and witnessed by a qualified witness –listed on the back of the
form.

 Original birth certificates or overseas passports are to be produced and noted on the Notice
 Australian passports are not acceptable
 Commonwealth statutory declarations are to be executed in those cases where it is impossible to

obtain a birth certificate or overseas passport. E.g. war torn counties where birth records have
been destroyed. It is not sufficient to say that the birth certificate has been lost. The statutory
declaration must state their full name, address, occupation, date and full place of birth, along
with the parents’ full names (including mother’s maiden or birth name), as well as stating why it
is impossible to obtain a birth certificate.

 If parties have been married previously, evidence of termination of the last marriage must be
produced and noted on the Notice i.e. original divorce decree or original death certificates.

 Marriage brochure (Happily Ever Before and After) must be discussed and given to the couple

Certificate of Marriage Declarations (form 14)

 Must be signed by the parties and witnessed by the marriage celebrant prior to the ceremony.

Certificates of Marriage (forms 15 and 16)

 Must be signed by bride, bridegroom, two witnesses and the celebrant as part of the ceremony

General

 No abbreviations to be used on marriage paperwork
 Occupation must be described correctly i.e. Self-employed or retired is not acceptable, but Self-

employed or Retired Carpenter is. Company names are not to be used. Student is acceptable,
but if the person is unemployed, please record a dash (-).

 Place of birth should be recorded correctly i.e. Australian born = Suburb/City or Town, State or
Territory and if Overseas born = City/Town, State (if applicable) and Country e.g. Kogarah, NSW
or Greensboro, Alabama, USA.

 Deceased in Parents names, although noted on the Notice of Intended Marriage, should not be
entered on the Certificate of Marriage or when registering marriages online.

 Mother’s maiden name in full must be recorded for each party. This includes their given and
family name at birth.

Establishing the identities to the marriage (including gender)

 The celebrant should require each party to a marriage to provide a driver’s licence, a proof of
age/photo card, a passport or a Certificate of Australian Citizenship along with another form of
photographic evidence. This requirement is separate from and additional to the requirement that
each party to a marriage must give evidence of their date and place of birth.

 Under Australian law, a marriage may only be solemnised between a man and woman.

When in doubt

 Please email online_celebrant@agd.nsw.gov.au for any situations that you can not find within the
guidelines for marriage celebrants.
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Marriage Celebrants Checklist
Complete all forms…..

Notice of Intended Marriage (form 13)

 Page 3 - complete 1 to 12 (and if applicable 13 to 18)
 Page 4 - Date of Lodgement of Notice recorded
 Note both Identification & if applicable Decrees (including dates)
 Notation of Transfer when necessary
 Celebrant's number & signature included

 Marriage brochure provided to couple and noted

Certificate of Marriage (forms 16/14 & 15)

 Form 14 - Declarations for conjugal status completed and signed
 Form 15 - Number (Serial No.) noted on record keeping form

On both forms

 All certificates signed by celebrant, parties and witnesses
 Full name of witnesses in BLOCK letters
 Rites of ceremony noted
 Clear writing / printing on all documents
 No abbreviations
 Any alterations / corrections initialled

Registration documents

 Original documents posted to Registry:
o Notice of Intended Marriage (form 13 - pages 3 & 4)
o Marriage Certificate (Form 16/14)

 If applicable: Statutory declaration/s, Court Order and Parents' consent, and Interpreter’s
certificate.

 When registered online ensure the registration number appears in the top right hand corner of
each marriage document.

Did you also know that ...

You can apply for certificates on behalf of the couple?

 Attach a completed application form with the fee and send together with the marriage paperwork
lodged for registration. Go to www.bdm.nsw.gov.au for further information.

 The Guidelines on the Marriage Act 1961 for marriage celebrants is a helpful resource for all
celebrants. Go to www.ag.gov.au for further information.

Helpful contacts (NSW Celebrants only) ...

 Email: online_celebrant@agd.nsw.gov.au

 Certificate purchase enquiries: 1300 655 236
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Sample Forms

Below is a sample of the forms that are required to be filled in during the marriage procedure. We have

shown the hard copy and electronic copy where possible.

Form 13 – Notice of Intended Marriage
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Form 13 – Electronic Version
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Once this form is filled in you will be able to print out form14 ready for the bride and groom to sign.

Likewise the Certificate of marriage form can be printed out ready for signing at the wedding.

After the wedding the online system allows you to confirm the Marriage has been Solemnized.

The signed paperwork still needs to be posted to Birth Deaths and Marriages.
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Form 14 - Declarations for Conjugal Status

Form 16 – Certificate of Marriage
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One the above has been completed then the online form can be finalized and submitted.
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Pre Marriage Counselling Development and Training
There are a number of resources available to help Marriage Celebrants with their pre marriage Counselling.

We have asked our existing Marriage Celebrants to recommend the tools they find helpful in this area. The

following is a list of resources that you might consider as you spend time with those you have been asked to

Marry.

1. Prepare / Enrich

This is an online software questionnaire that you have your couples complete. The programme

analyses the couples answers and provides you with feedback to help you identify any areas in their

relationship that may need to be discussed to reduce the possible future clashes in their relationship.

The program is designed to assist a variety of professionals (mainly counsellors, educators and
religious celebrants) working with premarital or married couples. Professionals who have been trained
and accredited to work with the PREPARE/ENRICH materials in Australia are called Facilitators. For a
couple, after being invited to participate and having the program explained to them, the first step is to
take online the Customized Version of the PREPARE/ENRICH inventory in order to provide a self-
report description of their relationship. This inventory has been carefully constructed to be
comprehensive, diagnostically valuable and is designed to facilitate a meaningful dialogue between
the Facilitator and the couple. It has been scientifically developed to have high levels of reliability,
validity and clinical utility. Standardized norms have been developed for the inventory.

To use the course the facilitator needs to do some training at a cost of around $250.

More information can be viewed on their web page at http://www.prepare-enrich.com.au/

2. Gary Smalley

Gary has a personality test and associated tools that help couples understand one another. Gary’s

resources can be found at http://smalley.cc/personality-test (See below for a sample of the test – This

has been updated on his web site)

3. The Marriage Preparation Course

http://www.relationshipcentral.org.au/

Most couples spend countless hours preparing for the wedding, but little, if any time preparing for

married life. The Marriage Preparation Course can help you develop strong foundations for a lasting

marriage.

You can have professional training at your own venue and to your timing needs or get your own copy

of The Marriage Course Leaders Toolkit. (More information on their website)

For information

Dennis & Ann Outred

Tel: 02 8002 1889

Materials can be purchased through Koorong
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Gary Smalley Personality Types Inventory
(from Making Love Last Forever, Ch. 10: Understanding Personality Types: A Key to Lovability)

How to Take and Score the Inventory
1. For each temperament type, circle the positive traits (in the left column) that sound the most like you – as

you are at home. It will probably help to cover the right hand column as you take the inventory, to help you
focus on the positives. Do not score yourself as you behave at work. (If you want to evaluate your “at work”
tendencies, take the test again later, with that environment -- or any other – in mind.) For now, ignore the
right hand column.

2. For each trait, add up the number of circled traits (in the left column) and then double that number. This is
your score.

3. To graph your temperament “mix”, mark your score for each temperament type on the graph with a large
dot. If you want, draw a line to connect the dots.

Lion
Temperament Characteristics
Likes authority Too direct or demanding
Takes charge Pushy; can step in front of others
Determined Overbearing
Confident Cocky
Firm Unyielding
Enterprising Takes big risks
Competitive Cold blooded
Enjoys challenges Avoids relations
Problem solver Too busy
Productive Overlooks feelings; do it now!
Bold Insensitive
Purposeful; goal driven Imbalanced; workaholic
Decision maker Unthoughtful of others' wishes
Adventurous Impulsive
Strong 'willed Stubborn
Independent; self reliant Avoids people; seeking help
Controlling Bossy; overbearing
Persistent Inflexible
Action oriented Unyielding
"Let's do it now!"
Lion Score (Double the number circled): ___________

Otter
Temperament Characteristics
Enthusiastic Overbearing
Takes risks Dangerous and foolish
Visionary Daydreamer
Motivator Manipulator
Energetic Impatient
Very verbal Attacks under pressure
Promoter Exaggerates
Friendly, mixes easily Shallow relationships
Enjoys popularity Too showy
Fun loving Too flippant; not serious
Likes variety Too scattered
Spontaneous Not focused
Enjoys change Lacks follow through
Creative; goes for new ideas Too unrealistic; avoids details
Group oriented Bored with "process"
Optimistic Doesn't see details
Initiator Pushy
Infectious laughter Obnoxious
Inspirational Phony
"Trust me! It'll work out!"
Otter score {double the number circled}: _________

Golden Retriever
Temperament Characteristics
Sensitive feelings Easily hurt
Loyal Misses opportunities
Calm; even keeled Lacks enthusiasm
Nondemanding Weakling; pushover
Avoids confrontations Misses honest intimacy
Enjoys routine Stays in rut
Dislikes change Not spontaneous
Warm and relational Fewer deep friends
Gives in Co-dependent
Accommodating Indecisive
Cautious humor Overly cautious
Adaptable Loses identity
Sympathetic Holds on to others' hurts
Thoughtful Can be taken advantage of
Nurturing Ears get smashed
Patient Crowded out by others
Tolerant Weaker convictions
Good listener Attracted to hurting people
Peacemaker Holds personal hurts inside
"Let's keep things the way they are."
Golden retriever score (double the number circled): _____

Beaver
Temperament Characteristics
Reads all instructions Afraid to break rules
Accurate Too critical
Consistent Lacks spontaneity
Controlled Too serious
Reserved Stuffy
Predictable Lacks variety
Practical Not adventurous
Orderly Rigid
Factual Picky
Conscientious Inflexible
Perfectionistic Controlling
Discerning Negative on new opportunities
Detailed Rarely finishes a project
Analytical Loses overview
Inquisitive Smothering
Precise Strict
Persistent Pushy
Scheduled Boring
Sensitive Stubborn
"How was it done in the past ?"
Beaver score (double the number circled): __________
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Charting the Results
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How did you do? Remember this isn’t a pass-fail test. This evaluation simply shows your tendencies and traits.
As you look at your charted score, you may see a blend of all four categories. That’s fine. Or you may see two
scores significantly higher than the others. Or you may have one category that’s head and shoulders above the
other three. No none pattern is “correct.” Now take note of the right-hand column extreme for each of your
circled characteristics. This might be how your positive traits are perceived by your family or friends.
Lions are leaders, decisive, bottom line, problem-solvers, not conversational.
Otters are fun-loving, entertainers, net workers, motivators, creative, talkers.
Retrievers are loving, nurturing, loyal, good listeners, encouragers.
Beavers are hard-working, detailed, accurate, focused on quality.

Some suggestions for each personality type:
Lions: Be softer and gentler and include others when making decisions.
Otters: Think before you speak, and consider consequences before you act.
Retrievers: Practice saying no and making firm decisions.
Beavers: Learn to relax and don’t expect others to do things just like you.
For a more in depth study on personality development, please read The Two Sides of Love, Gary Smalley and
John Trent or see Gary’s web site.
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Sample Wedding Ceremonies
These are some order of wedding service that have been provided for your consideration

Order of Service
1.45 Musac CD Music
1.50 Groom arrives
2.00 Bride arrives
2.05 Processional CD music
2.10 Welcome & Intro (include notable guests)
2.15 Opening Prayer
2.18 Bible Reading 1 Corinthians 13:1-3; 1 John 4:7-12
2.20 Vows of consent / Vows / Exchange rings
2.25 Short message
2.30 Prayer
2.33 Signing of Register / Item
2.35 Introducing Mr & Mrs

Recessional CD Music

Outside Wedding, Non-Christian Service

2.20 CD music starts

2.25 Groom arrives

2.30 Gather the party for Bride arrival

2.40 Bride Arrives

Processional march Piper

Welcome & intro

Prelim vows

The Binding of the Tartan Ribbon

Reading 1 Cor 13 selected verses

Vows & exchange of rings

Short Message 5-10min

Sign Register

CD Music (or Piper)

Every one stands

Introducing Mr & Mrs

Piper plays them off Rotunda

Indoor Christian Service

Order of Service
Background Music
Bridal March (CD)
Welcome:
Song #1
Intro / Prayer
Bible Reading
Vows
Exchange of Rings
Short message
Song #2
Benediction Blessing
Prayer
CD playing while signing of register
Direct congregation outside to form guard of honour
Introducing Mr & Mrs
Music as the Bridal party lead the procession


